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Abstract

A test was conducted in the NASA Ames 7- by

10-Foot Wind Tunnel to derive aerodynamic spring and

damping estimates for free-pitching tips on a semispan

wing. The test model was a rectangular planform semi-

span wing with wing tips that had a single rigid-body

pitch degree of freedom with respect to the inboard wing.
A number of different tip planform geometries were

tested, incorporating a range of quarter-chord sweep

angles and taper ratios. The wing-tip dynamic response

characteristics were measured at several wing angles of

attack and tunnel dynamic pressures. The tip oscillations

were initiated by releasing the tips from prescribed angles

of attack. A new method to isolate Coulomb damping

from aerodynamic damping from these tip-motion time

histories is developed and applied. Correlations were

performed between the experimentally derived wing-tip

aerodynamic spring and damping values and predictions

from a semiempirical analysis based on steady-state tip
aerodynamic loads.
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Nomenclature

two-dimensional, unsteady, thin-airfoil-

theory aerodynamic center offset from pitch
axis, referenced to airfoil mid-chord point, m

wing, or tip, aspect ratio
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CO

CA

C a

C(k)

Cdo

CL

CLOT

CLO_w

CLOT

F

Cm o

Cpa

airfoil semi-chord length, referenced to

airfoil mid-chord point, m

tip reference chord length (inboard-edge
chord), m

free-pitching wing-tip aerodynamic damping
constant, N-m.sec/rad

nondimensional aerodynamic damping
constant

Theodorsen lift deficiency function

tip zero-lift drag coefficient, drag/(qST)

tip lift coefficient, lift/(qST)

tip zero-incidence-angle lift coefficient

wing-on-tip interactional aerodynamic
coefficient, l/rad

tip lift curve slope as a function of tip

incidence angle, l/rad

tip zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient,

moment/(qSTc0)

tip pitch-axis chordwise location (fraction of

inboard-edge chord length)

decay function, nondimensional

tip plunge motion displacement, m

tip polar mass moment of inertia, nonaero-
dynamic, N.m-sec2/rad



IA

KA

k a

KS

K

MA

Md

MS

ST

t

U

V

Xac

Of'TREST

Otupwash

otW

tip virtual polar mass moment of inertia,
aerodynamic, N.m.sec2/rad

free-pitching wing-tip aerodynamic spring
constant, N-m/rad

nondimensional aerodynamic spring

mechanical spring rate imposed by the tip
pitching mechanism, N.m/rad

total spring rate for free-pitching wing tip,

K = KA + KS, N. m/tad

aerodynamic pitching moment, negative
nose-down moment, N.m

tip Coulomb (friction) damping moment,

(opposes tip motion), negative nose-down
moment, N-m

tip mechanical spring moment, negative
nose-down moment, N.m

free-stream dynamic pressure, kPa

effective friction moment arm of the free-

pitching tip pitching mechanism, m

tip planform area, m 2

time, sec

sectional velocity at tip, V-CosA, m/sec

free-stream velocity, m/sec

tip aerodynamic center chordwise location

(fraction of inboard-edge chord length)

tip incidence angle, rad

quasi-steady tip incidence angle subsequent

to a tip transient response, including friction
resistance influence, rad

tip steady-state pitching-moment equilib-

rium incidence angle, without friction, rad

induced upwash tip incidence angle due to

interactional aerodynamic influence of the

inboard baseline wing, rad

wing incidence angle, rad

AotT

AO

9

A

OpT

cod

_a

tip transient-response-peaks incidence

angles with respect to the quasi-steady tip

incidence angle, rad

relative angle between wing chord line and

tip chord line, measured about the tip pitch
axis, rad

free-stream air density, kg/m 3

friction coefficient for wing-tip pitching
mechanism, nondimensional

tip pitch-axis sweep angle, same as wing
quarter-chord sweep, rad

period of free-pitching wing-tip transient

response, sec

tip pretwist angle, i.e., wind-off incidence

angle of the tip without mechanical spring
deflection, rad

tip natural frequency, rad/sec

tip damped frequency, radlsec

tip damping ratio, nondimensional

aerodynamic contribution to tip damping
ratio, nondimensional

Introduction

A series of low-speed, small-scale semispan wing
tests were conducted in the NASA Ames 7- by 10-Foot

Wind Tunnel to study the steady-state interactional aero-

dynamics of a wing and indexed tips.l-3 The indexed tip

configurations (wing/tip configurations that have fixed,

discontinuous steps in incidence angle with respect to the

'inboard wing) studied in Refs. 1-3 simulated the aerody-

namics of free-pitching wing tips in steady-state condi-

tions. These wing/tip configurations were tested in
support of research into the free-tip rotor concept, 4 shown

in Fig. 1. The free-tip rotor concept was conceived as a

means of enhancing rotor performance and reducing rotor

vibration through the use of free-pitching rotor tips on
otherwise conventional rotor blades. The results of the

l/5-scale rotor test described in Ref. 4 have shown the

initial feasibility of the rotor concept. However, the

prediction of free-tip rotor performance and blade loads

has not yet been addressed. The experimental investiga-

tion described in this paper was conducted to gain insight



intothefundamentalunsteadyaerodynamicsoffree-
pitchingtipsmountedonfixedsemispanWings.Once
generalizedtorotary-wingapplications,thepresentstudy
couldleadtoimprovedanalysesforpredictingfree-tip
rotorloadsandperformanceandforguidingthedesign
effortsofanewgenerationoffree-tiprotors.

Theflowaroundafree-pitchingtipmountedona
helicopterbladeisunsteady,transonic,andthree-
dimensional.Strongaerodynamicinteractionsbetweenthe
rotorbladeandthefree-pitchingtipalsooccur.Inthe
presentstudy,theincompressible,unsteadyaerodynamics
offree-pitchingwingtipshavebeenapproximatedby
usingexperimentalsteady-statelift andpitching-moment
coefficientsaswellastwo-dimensional(2D)unsteady
aerodynamictheory.Theaerodynamicspringanddamp-
ingconstantsofthetipswerederivedbyasemiempirical
method.

Thispaperdescribestheproposedsemiempirical
predictionmethodusedtoestimatethefree-pitching
wing-tipaerodynamicspringanddampingconstants.An
experimentaldatareductionmethodologyusedtoextract
theaerodynamicconstantsfromthefree-pitchingwing
tip'stransientresponseisalsodiscussed.Correlationof
thesemiempiricalpredictionswiththeexperimentally
derivedconstantsispresentedanddiscussed.

Development of Analysis

Semiempiricai Spring and Damping Prediction
Methodology

The general motion of a free-pitching wing tip

mounted on an elastic wing has two degrees of freedom,

s T and h, and is governed by both steady-state and time-

dependent tip moment terms. If the wing is assumed to be
rigid, the plunge degree of freedom, h, can be eliminated

and only one equation needs to be solved to describe the

motion (Eq. (1)). This equation of motion has aerody-

namic and mechanical spring terms and assumes that there

is no external forcing of the wing/tip dynamic system.
Additionally, the equation of motion includes both aero-

dynamic and Coulomb (due to friction in the tip pitching
mechanism) damping. Moment due to the wing's interac-

tional aerodynamic influence on the free-pitching wing tip

is included via the CZupwash term. This term is the induced
tip angle of attack resulting from wing upwash, and it is

assumed to be time invariant for the purposes of this

study, since this study investigates only tip dynamics
where the wing angle of attack is held constant.

d 2

(I + IA)" d-_'((_T + (Xupwash)

d
+ CA •_(OCT + OCupwash)

+(KA + KS)" (_T + _upwash)

. ( d_ T
+ Md "s,gn[--di'--)- KS • (OpT + aW )

-CmoqSTC 0 =0 (1)

The Coulomb damping contribution, M d, is an unknown

quantity and must be empirically estimated.

The steady-state aerodynamic loading for the free-

pitching wing tip is characterized by the establishment of

a pitching-moment equilibrium between the applied

moment from the tip pitching mechanism (resulting from

the mechanical spring having an initial pretwist) and a

restoring moment due to the tip's aerodynamic pitching

moment about the tip's pitch axis. This relationship is
derived from Eq. (I) by neglecting the inertial terms, and

is, simply,

Ms=-M A

where

MS = KS'(0pT -A0 )

MA-[(CLOT+CL0ow' W+CLo ' T)

(cpa-Xac)+Cmo]qSTC0
and

A0 = o_T - OCw

The tip lift coefficient can be accurately represented

by the linear relationship C L = CLO T + CL0aw ocw
+ CLa T a T. Therefore, the steady-state deflection of a
free-pitching wing tip (obtained from moment equilib-
rium) not subject to external forcing is given by the

following expression:



1

"[Ks'(0pT+aW)

(2)

where

CLo T + CL0aw otW )

O_upwash = C I.AXT

Expressions for the aerodynamic moment terms in

Eq. (1) can be derived from unsteady thin-airfoil theory.

Unsteady thin-airfoil theory (see, for example, Ref. 5)

specifies the following relationship for the unsteady,

potential-flow, 2D airfoil aerodynamic pitching moment:

{ E I )°°ll• 2rtpUb. Ua+-d--(+b. -a -'di-

'a d2h -a). dott

This 2D, unsteady aerodynamic pitching-moment

relationship can be transformed to approximate three-

dimensional (3D) free-pitching-wing-tip unsteady

aerodynamics by multiplying the right-hand side of the

above equation by two terms, CLal]:_ and ST/C0, and
making the three substitutions b = 1/2 • co, a = -1/2 + 2

• (Cpa - Xac), and _= s T + Otupwas h. Also, the tip zero-lift
pitching-moment contribution is added to the equation.

The resulting modified aerodynamic pitching-moment

equation now accounts for the 3D viscous flow about the

wing tip and the interactional aerodynamic influence of
the inboard wing (through the use of the empirical

coefficients CI__, Xao Cmo, and Otupwash). Once these
parameters are substituted into the above equation, the

plunge degree of freedom is eliminated, and allowance is

made for sweep angle, the aerodynamic moment can be
rewritten as follows:

M A = Cm0qSTC 0

- • _-_(a T + Gtupwash){KA. (O_T+ _upwash) + CA d

d 2

where the aerodynamic spring, damping, and virtual
moment of inertia are

(3a)

KA : qC0ST .(Cos A)2. C(k). CLaT. (Xac- Cpa)(3b)

1
C A = _. pV .CosA. c02STCLctT

1 1 )}+ i-_ + g'(Xac -Cpa
(3c)

I
IA = _-pC3STCLaT

(3d)

To complete the analysis development, the semi-

empirical aerodynamic spring and damping predictions
made in this paper make use of an approximate relation-

ship, good for a reduced frequency up to 0.3, for the
Theodorsen lift deficiency. 5 This approximation was

found in Ref. 5 to agree reasonably well with the exact

solution for the Theodorsen lift deficiency function, and is

given by

C(k) = 1 (3e)

l+_-.k

where the reduced frequency is

k = t°c0 (3f)
2V .CosA

Semiempirical acrodynamic spring and damping

predictions, based on Eqs. (3a)-(3f), are compared to
experimentally derived aerodynamic spring and damping

estimates. The methodology for making these experimen-

tal estimates is developed below.



Experimental Methodology for Spring and Damping
Estimates

Two conventional approaches for estimating spring
and damping constants from the free-vibration transient-

response time histories of a dynamic system are the loga-
rithmic-decrement (one-degree-of-freedom system) and

the moving-block (two or more degrees of freedom) 6

methods. Neither method can account for dynamic sys-

tems that have combined viscous and Coulomb damping,

such as the free-pitching wing tips studied during this test.
The Coulomb damping is the unintentional by-product of

the tip pitching mechanism's mechanical friction, whereas

the viscous damping is the tip aerodynamic damping. An

alternative approach has been developed to analyze the

single-degree-of-freedom tip pitching motion. The semi-

span wing used in this test was extremely stiff, and its

bending displacements were so small that in effect the tip

motion is entirely accounted for in the pitch degree of
freedom alone.

Experimentally deriving accurate estimates of aero-

dynamic spring and damping constants for free-pitching

wing tips is complicated by the need to separate the
Coulomb damping (due to mechanical friction from the

tip pitching mechanism) from the aerodynamic damping.

Furthermore, because of the inability of the analysis to

separate the virtual (aerodynamic) component of the mass

moment of inertia from the nonaerodynamic component,

virtual mass contributions were neglected in the present
study.

The nonlinear free-pitching wing-tip equation of

motion (with Coulomb friction included) (Eq. (1)), can be

replaced by a piecewise linear equation set, as is conven-

tionally done for Coulomb damping analyses:

i d2OCT+CA dCtT
dt" dt

+(K A+KS)'(z T+M d =0 daT > 0)dt

d2OCT dot T

I d-_+CA dt

+(KA + KS)'OCT - M d =0

The time-dependent solution of the combined viscous-

and Coulomb-damping differential equation set, for any

given nth half-cycle, valid only for that half-cycle, is writ-

ten in terms of the n- 1 peak angular displacement, and is

0CT(t)=0CTn_t .e-; c°t .Cos(o.)dt). _ Md OCTn_,

K ]aTn_l ]

An expression for the nth half-cycle peak angular dis-

placement, defined in terms of the initial tip deflection

and valid for the total transient response, can be obtained

from the time-dependent half-cycle solution written above

by piecewise matching of successive half-cycle ampli-
tudes, and is given by

[ (,CtTn t_Todn Md 0CT° (l+d) Cos(nn:)

= K I ToI

where

L,-gz -J
d=e

K = K A + K S

and

K = (I + IA ). _2 --. i(o2

CA CA
;- 2(I + IA)O.) -'- 210)

2K
cod =--

An alternative expression for the combined viscous- and

Coulomb-damping transient-response-peak angular
displacements is

Md
K

• Cos((n- m)n)

Note that _T0, _Tn' and (:tTm are the tip angular displace-
ments for the zeroth, nth, and mth half-cycle transient

response peaks (where 0, n, and m are in sequential
order).

However, for the purposes of this paper, the inverse

problem needs to be solved. For a given transient response



setofhalf-cyclepeak-to-peakangulardisplacementsand
half-periodtimedata,thevaluesfortheparametersMd,
CA,andKAneedtobefound.NotethatI andKSare
known,givenbothanalyticalresultsandexperimental
measurements,andthatIAisnegligiblecomparedtoI.
Therearethreesolutionsderivedforthisinverseproblem:
twoexactsolutionsandonesolutionbasedonleast-
squaresregressionofthetransientresponsedata.The
solutionapproachchosenforanygivensetoffree-
pitchingwing-tipdataisdependentonhowmanyhalf-
cyclepeaks,includingtheinitialtipdeflection,are
includedinthetiptransientresponse.It is,ofcourse,
desirabletoincludeasmanydatapointsaspossiblein
makingtheestimatesforaerodynamicspringanddamping
inordertoarriveatthemostaccuratesolution.Thethree
possiblesolutionstotheinverseproblemarelistedbelow.

Fortransientresponseswithonlythreehalf-cycle
peaks,aquadraticsolutionfordcanbederivcd:

AO_T0 - A_T2 )' d2

+(AaT0 + ACtTI - A0tT2 ). d + ACtT1 = 0 (4)

where

_TREsT = 1-'_d" A_T2 +
M d AO_T 2

K AO_T2

The values for Md/K are derived from the next equation

set shown below, which is applicable for both three- and

four-point transient-response data sets. Thus, for vansient

responses that have four half-cycle data points, including

the initial displacement,

d = (A(xT3 - ActT[ ) (5)

-

where

Ot.TREsT =

+ 2]

and

- - OT,
K

Aa'T° • (1 + d)

2. AaTol

Finally, by least-squares regression analysis, the expres-
sion to be used for transient responses that have five or

more half-cycle peak angular displacements is given by

N-3 i

E E [(i + 1 - J)" (A_Ti+3 - AOtTi+l )

i=0 j=0

• (AO.Tj+2 - A_Tj )'Cos((i + 1-j)g)" d i-j ]

i=0 j=0

= 0 (6)

where

1

O'TREsT - 2(N - 2)(1 + d)

N-2

i=0

+(ART i -A(/-Ti+ 1 -2" A_Ti+2)'d ]

The above expression requires use of the bisection root-

solving method to solve for d, where the solution limits

0 < d < 1 are known, as the response must be under-

damped. For Eqs. (4)-(6), the following definition is used:

AO_Ti = _Ti - O.TQs

Aerodynamic spring and damping can be estimated

from d, once it has bccn calculated. The remaining

equations are

i (in(d))2
(7a)

6



N-I

I:=_- (ti+1 -ti)

i=0

(7b)

Using standard textbook definitions for co and cod , and the

approximations noted earlier in the paper for _ and K, the

free-pitching wing tips' aerodynamic spring and damping
can be estimated.

Description of Experimental Apparatus

Semispan Wing Description

Figure 2 is a representative sketch of the semispan

wing and wing-tip installation. The rectangular planform

semispan wing was vertically mounted in the wind tunnel.

The wing profile was defined by the V23010 airfoil sec-

tion. The wing semispan was 1.041 m (excluding the tips)

and the chord was 0.2064 m. The aspect ratio based on the

semispan, without the tips, was 5.05. The wing outer edge

had an adapter/attachment hole at the wing quarter-chord,

to accept a mechanism to allow free-pitching motion for

the wing tips. An intermediate airfoil section provided

extra space to accommodate the pitching mechanism for

one of the tips. With the intermediate airfoil section the

wing span increased to 1.184 m.

Wing-Tip Descriptions

The free-pitching wing tips studied in this test were

members of two classes of general planform geometries:

the FI" and the RC series. The tip geometric characteris-

tics are listed in Table 1 (refer to Fig. 3 for further clarifi-

cation). The static aerodynamic loads of these tips were

studied as fixed-indexed tips on a semispan wing (see

Refs. I-3). The FT35T3 tip planform is almost identical

in geometry to the tip used in the rotor test reported in
Ref. 4. The RC tip planform was defined as a new

generation of blade tips for a second-generation free-tip

rotor model. The RC tip was designed through use of a
potential-flow panel method. 7 Testing the RC tip required

the use of the above-mentioned wing intermediate airfoil

section. The mechanical spring rate for the FT series tips

was 0.12 N.m/rad, and for the RC tip it was 0.08 N.m/rad.

Examination of data noted in Refs. 1-3 for fixed-

indexed tips leads to the conclusion that a free-pitching

wing tip's steady-state lift and moment coefficients can be

expressed in the following manner:

C L = CLO T + CL0aw o_w + CLaTO_T (8a)

Cm =Cm o +CL '(Cpa-Xac) (8b)

Table 1 Tip geometries and mass moments of inertia

Tip Sweep Taper Planform Inertia
Area

(m 2) ( N. m. sec 2
rad

FT35T3 35 deg 0.3 0.0531 1.605E-3

FT35T6 35 deg 0.6 0.0583 2.158E-3

FT45T6 45 deg 0.6 0.0583 3.108E-3

FT20T3 20 deg 0.3 0.0531 1.300E-3
RC !008 0.0372 ! .435E-3

Note that the pitch-axis location of the tips are at the tips'

inboard-edge quarter chord. The interactional aerody-

namic contribution of the semispan wing to tip lift and
pitching moment can be satisfactorily expressed by the

second term in the CL equation.

Empirical relationships for fixed-indexed tip lift and

pitching moment, which includes the influence of the

wing/tip interactional aerodynamics, can be derived using

Eq. (8) and multiple-linear-regression analysis of the data
in Refs. I-3. The data from these references are for

wing/fixed-tip geometries very similar to those tested for

the free-pitching tips (the same hardware, in many

instances). These expressions for tip lift and pitching

moment will be used to obtain semiempirical predictions

of unsteady aerodynamic spring and damping that will

then be correlated with experimental estimates. For the

tips studied during this test, the empirical coefficients are

given in Table 2. The empirical values noted for the tip

lift-curve slopes are in reasonable agreement with

"slender-body" theory predictions, i.e., CLOT = _z• AR/2.

Table 2 Aerodynamic coefficients for free-pitching

wing tips, accounting for interactional aerodynamics
(derived from Refs. 1-3)

Tip Xac Cmo CLOT CL0aw CLOtT

FT35T3 0.371 -0.003 -0.048 1.32 2.41

FT35T6 0.379 -0.011 -0.031 1.15 2.52
FT45T6 0.436 -0.011 -0.048 1.20 2.41

FT20T3 0.306 -0.008 -0.036 1.32 2.58

RC1008 0.476 -0.018 0.033 2.18 2.69



Initiation of Tip Transient Response

The tip transient responses were initiated manually

from a preset initial tip angle of attack. A cotter pin was

inserted into the baseline semispan wing outer edge to act

as a hard stop to resist the tips' nose-down pitching

moment as tunnel speed was increased. A cord was

attached to the cotter pin. The cord spanned the upper half

of the test section and passed through a hole in the tunnel

ceiling. The tip was released from its nonequilibrium

incidence angle by a test crewmember pulling the cord

and popping the pin out of the tip/wing junction. The time

histories of damped oscillatory motion were recorded by

using a Hall-effect transducer to measure tip angular

deflection. Tunnel speed was constrained by the amount

of tip/wing response coupling observed at the higher

speeds. Test-section flow quality also limited the

maximum tunnel velocity.

Results

Figure 4 is a sample time history of the free-pitching tip

transient response. Table 3 contains representative tip

peak angular displacement data (tip angle of attack in

degrees) as derived from the time histories, used to

estimate aerodynamic spring and damping.

Table 3 Tip peak angular displacement data

(q = 0.38 kPa, c_w = 12 deg, OpT = 0 deg)

t 0.000 0.146 oo

FT20T3 s T 18.50 -9.25 -7.81
(deg)

t 0.000 0.132 0.242 0.359 oo
FT35T3

s T 18.50 -17.23 -1.96 -7.13 -6.53

t 0.000 0.125 0.234 oo
FT35T6

otT 18.50 -13.48 -2.59 -7.47

t 0.000 0.117 0.229 0.355 oo
F'r45T6

s T 18.50 -15.00 0.69 -5.84 -5.46

t 0.000 0.086 0.172 0.250 0.327
RCI008

s T -13.53 0.99 -8.92 --0.58 -6.27

0.429 0.499 oo
-I.85 -5.38 -3.23

Steady-State Tip Aerodynamic Characteristics

Figure 5 shows the variation of steady-state tip pitch-

ing moment with tip angle of attack for various wing

angles of attack. In Fig. 5a, the interactional aerodynamic

influence of the wing lift (as a function of wing angle of

attack) on tip pitching moment is clearly seen in the

incremental shift in the pitching-moment curves as the

wing angle of attack is increased. Figure 5b st_ows the

relative agreement of the empirical relationship cf Eq. (8)
and its associated Table 2 constants (based on balance

data) with respect to moment trends measured during this

test. The tip pitching-moment curves for this test (moment

center at the tip inboard-edge quarter chord) were indi-

rectly estimated from measurements of the tip steady-state

angular deflections and estimates of the tip mechanical

spring rates. Experimental pitching-moment results from

this test and estimates from the empirical relationship of

Eq. (8) run parallel to each other with an approximate

two-deg tip angle-of-attack offset. This offset is probably

due to the difficulties during the test in rigorously match-

ing the zero-lift wing angle of attack with that in previous
tests. 1-3 Further, the semispan wing effective aspect ratio

is slightly different in this test from those in Refs. 1-3,

and thus subtly impacts the wing interactional aerody-

namic influence on the tips. Still, it is clear that the empir-

ical relationship of Eq. (8) does adequately approximate

the aerodynamic pitching-moment relationship of the tip

and the tip/wing interaction for the purposes of this

investigation.

An alternate approach to understanding the free-

pitching wing tip's steady-state behavior is to study the

tips" equilibrium angle of attack as a function of tunnel

dynamic pressure, as shown in Fig. 6. As the tunnel speed

increases, the tip deflects nose down to maintain pitching-

moment equilibrium with the tip pitching mechanism's
mechanical restoring moment, until an asymptotic equi-

librium angle of attack is reached. This asymptotic angle

of attack is primarily a function of wing hft (and, the[e-

fore, wing angle of attack). Examination of Eq. (2) reveals
that this asymptotic tip angle of attack is given by the

expression

Cm 0

O'T =:>_upwash CLctT(Xa c -Cpa )

Free-Pitching Tip Aerodynamic Spring

Results illustrating the experimental and predicted
variation of aerodynamic spring with dynamic pressure

will now be discussed. Generally, the experimental data



supportthesemiempiricalpredictionsinthatthetipaero-
dynamicspringislinearwithrespecttodynamicpressure.
All tipspringanddampingestimatesin thispaperare
plottedwithoutregardforthewing-angle-of-attackoper-
atingcondition.Thisisbecauseexaminationofreduced
experimentaldata(notpresentedhere)revealsalackof
anyinfluenceofwingangleofattackonthetipaerody-
namicspringconstants(oraerodynamicdamping).This
experimentalobservationagreeswiththesemiempirical
aerodynamicspringanddampingtheory,asrepresented
byEqs.(3a)-(3f).Also,althoughnotshownhere,thedata
indicatethatpretwisthaslittleinfluenceonthetip
aerodynamicspring.

Figure7showstheimpactoftipshapeonthe
aerodynamic-spring-versus-dynamic-pressurecurves.The
correlationagreementbetweentheexperimentalspring
estimatesandthepredictionsisfairlygood.Thepredic-
tionsarebaseduponEqs.(3a)-(3f)whichcanonlybe
solvedthroughiteration.Thetipaerodynamicspringand
dampingpredictionsdotakeintoaccountthelift defi-
ciencyresultingfromthetipmotion.Asthemeasuredand
predictedreducedfrequenciesforthefree-pitchingwing
tipsareintherange0.15to0.2,therangeofliftdefi-
ciencyfunctionvalues,C(k),isapproximately0.75to0.8.
Theexperimentalaerodynamicspringanddamping
results,ontheotherhand,arederivedfromthedataanal-
ysismethodologysummarizedinEqs.(4)-(7).Theaero-
dynamicspringcorrelationresultsaremixed--the
semiempiricalpredictionmethodbothunder-andover-
predictstheaerodynamicspringforthevarioustipstested.
Analternativeapproachtoreviewingthespringconstant
trendasafunctionoftipshape(thetipshapeprimarily
affectsthetipaerodynamiccenter,asalltipshaveapprox-
imatelythesamelift-curveslope(seeTable2))canbe
accomplishedbydefininganondimensionalaerodynamic
springcoefficient:

ka --- KA
qSTC0

This spring-versus-aerodynamic-center trend can be seen

in Fig. 8. Note that the predicted trend in Fig. 8 is based

upon quasi-steady aerodynamics, i.e., C(k) = 1, unlike the

trends predicted in Figs. 7a-7e. Another drawback of the

approach taken in Fig. 8 is that it also ignores small

differences in the individual tip lift-curve slopes: a mean

tip lift-curve slope value is used for the predicted trend.

These simplifications made for the predictions probably

account for most of the trend differences noted in Fig. 8.

Theimpact of wing sweep on the tip aerodynamic

spring was also studied. Figure 9 is representative of the

aerodynamic-spring-versus-tunnel-dynamic-pressure

trend for a 45-deg swept-back wing. The 45-deg swept-

back wing yields a reduction of 50% in the sectional

dynamic pressure; furthermore, the reduced frequency is

increased by approximately 40% as a result of the sec-

tional velocity reduction. It was found that both factors

result in a substantial tip aerodynamic spring reduction.

The semiempirical prediction, though, appears to under-

predict the lift deficiency effect. This is perhaps because
of the inability of the prediction method to quantify the

detrimental effects of tip/wing junction aerodynamic

interference on tip lift-curve slope at large wing-sweep
angles.

Free-Pitching Tip Aerodynamic Damping

The following discussion presents the experimental

and predicted variation of aerodynamic damping with

dynamic pressure for the tips used in this study. Again,
the damping predictions are based on Eqs. (3a)-(3f), and

the experimental damping values are extracted from the

tip transient response time histories by means of

Eqs. (4)-(7). The experimental data support the semiem-

pirical predictions in that the tip aerodynamic damping is

a parabolic function of free-stream dynamic pressure.

Figure 10 shows the impact of tip shape on the aero-

dynamic damping as a function of free-stream dynamic
pressure. Correlation of the experimental damping results

with the semiempirical predictions shows a fair agreement

for most of the tips. However, there is a considerable

amount of scatter in the damping estimates. The accuracy

of the aerodynamic damping estimates is inversely pro-

portional to the magnitude of the combined viscous and
Coulomb damping (the greater the overall damping, the

less accurate the damping estimate). And, though the tip
aerodynamic damping is very small, the Coulomb damp-

ing is relatively large and thus adversely impacts the

accuracy of the aerodynamic damping estimate.

The aerodynamic damping trend as a function of tip

shape (the shape primarily governs the tip aerodynamic

center, as all the tested tips have approximately the same

lift-curve slope) is best represented by defining a nondi-

mensional aerodynamic damping coefficient as follows:

Ca =_q sCcA_

Use of this parameter, and subsequent averaging of the
results, in effect "smooths out" the scatter observed in

Figs. 10a-10d. The variation of this nondimensional
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dampingcoefficientwithaerodynamiccenterlocationis
illustratedinFig.11.Thedrawbacksofthistrendcurve
arethesameasthosenotedforthenondimensionaispring
coefficient.WiththeexceptionoftheFT35T6tip
(Fig.10b),thecorrelationresultsaremuchimproved.It is
unclearwhytheFT35T6resultsdisagreesobadlywith
thepredictedtrend.

Theaccuracyproblemswiththeexperimental
aerodynamicdampingestimatesareduetohardware
implementationdifficultiesthatwerenotsatisfactorily
resolvedduringthetest:substantialmechanicalfrictionin
thetippitchingmechanism,andatipangulardisplace-
menttransducerthatwaspronetoaccuracyproblems.In
particular,theRC1008tip,highlysweptandtaperedfor
thefullspanofthetip,hadanintermediateairfoilsection
betweenthewingandtip.Thisresultedinapitching
mechanismwhoseoutputshaftwascantileveredacross
theadaptersection,whichresultedinconsiderableaxial
andangularfreeplay.Thismechanicalfreeplayintwo
directionscreatedsignificantscatterintheRC1008tip
transientresponsetimehistories,thusadverselyaffecting
theestimationofdampingcoefficients.

Finally,datawereacquiredandpredictionswere
madeforseveraltipswiththesemispanwingsweptback
45deg.A sampleplotisshowninFig.12.Aerodynamic
dampingisaparabolicfunctionoftunneldynamicpres-
sure,andislinearlydependentonvelocity.Therefore,use
ofa45-degswept-backwingresultsina30%reductionin
thesectionalvelocity;furthermore,thereducedfrequency
isthenincreasedbyapproximately40%asaresultofthe
sectionalvelocityreduction.Thedatashowthatboth
factorsresultinareductionoftipaerodynamicdamping
(comparewithFig.10a),thoughthepercentreductionin
dampingisnotasgreatasthatforthespring.

Forced Motion Response of Free-Pitching Tips

The tip forced response, when fully decoupled from

the wing dynamics, is defined by the classical transfer

function for a single-degree-of-freedom mass, spring, and

damper system. The transfer function is dependent only

on the tip damping and frequency ratios. The damping
ratio is proportional to the following nondimensional

coefficient, which contains only the aerodynamic and not

the inertia terms of the damping ratio:

_ CA

_a _PSTC3KA

The variation of this parameter with aerodynamic center

location for the tips tested is shown in Fig. 13. For the

most part, the tip damping-ratio coefficient is insensitive

to the tip aerodynamic center chordwise location, with the

exception of tips with (Xac - Cpa) < 0.06. As the aerody-
namic center offset approaches zero, however, the free-

pitching tip becomes neutrally stable and the aerodynamic

contribution to the damping ratio asymptotically

approaches an infinitely large value. The FI20T3 tip had

an aerodynamic center offset less than 0.06, and the tip

time histories consequently decayed extreme!y rapidly

compared to the other tested tips. This rapid decay

resulted in an insufficient number of test points per
transient response to estimate damping values for the

FT20T3. Conversely, the single-degree-of-freedom

forced-response characteristics of tips having aerody-

namic center offsets greater than 0.06 will be approxi-

mately the same, based on aerodynamic considerations
only.

Conclusions

The research findings summarized in this paper not

only support investigations into the fundamental unsteady
aerodynamics of free-pitching tips, but also support

efforts in the preliminary design of a second-generation

model of the free-tip rotor. Three major accomplishments

are noted. First, the development of an experimental

methodology to estimate free-pitching wing-tip unsteady

aerodynamic parameters is described. Second, the refine-

ment of a semiempirical prediction method for free-

pitching tips is discussed. Finally, the analysis of

transient-response time history data using the developed

analysis methodologies to obtain free-pitching wing-tip
aerodynamic spring and damping constants is presented.

The unsteady aerodynamic parameters were derived

by analyzing the tip transient responses from an initial

nonequilibrium tip deflection. Analysis of the free-

pitching wing-tip transient response data necessitated the
development of a technique to extract the tip aerodynamic

damping contribution from the total system damping
which included the mechanical Coulomb (friction)

damping of the pitching mechanism.

The experimentally derived aerodynamic spring and

damping constants were correlated with the semiempirical

predictions. The correlation results presented in this paper
were mixed. Several tips demonstrated very good correla-

tion, whereas others demonstrated poor correlation. It has

been concluded that most of the poor correlation results

are chiefly due to the mechanical free play and high
Coulomb damping levels of the tip pitching mechanism
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and are not caused by fundamental disagreements
between the predictions and the experimental data.

Despite some disagreements with experimental data,
the semiempirical prediction methodology is able to

provide reasonable first-order estimates of free-pitching

tip aerodynamic spring and damping that is invaluable for

the design of free-tip rotors and perhaps will have appli-

cations to fixed-wing aircraft. Furthermore, the unsteady

aerodynamic information is not only applicable to passive

free-pitching tip applications but can provide helpful

insights into active-control applications that use complex

aerodynamic control surfaces.
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